
Deane Montgomery 

In support of the proposal that Deane Montgomery be made a 

permanent member of the Institute for Advanced Study, we wish to submit 

the following outline of his life and work. Montgomery was born in 

Minnesota September 2, 1909; got his undergraduate education at Hamline 

University in St. Paul where he took the A. B. 1929e His graduate work was 

at the University of Iowa which conferred the M.S. 1930 and Ph.D . 1933. 

He also had a National Research Fellowship at Harvard 1933- 34, and at 

Princeton Univer sity and the Institute 1934- 35. His subsequent positions 

were 

Smith College : Assistant Professor 1935-38; Associate Professor 1938-42 ; 
Professor 1942- 46 

Guggenheim Fellowship at Institute for Advanced Study 1941- 42 
Princeton University: Visiting Associate Professor 1943- 45, and 

Part- time work 1944- 45 
Institute for Advanced Study (3d time) 1945- 46 
Yale University: Associate Professor 1946 to date . 

His mathematical publications have been continuous since 1933 . He has 

published 33 mathematical papers, of which 17 were in collaboration with 

other young mathematicians . In assessing his scientific evolution and 

importance t he most striking fact is a rather clear division of his 

career into epochs . Up to 1940 his outwardly visible interes t -- that i s , 

what appeared in his publications -- was defini tely within the confines of 

one particular chapter of mathematics : point-set topology in the cl assical 

sense, following in the footsteps of L. E. J . Brouwer. This tendency is 

clearly associated with the fact that he got his intellectual start quite 

far from the main centers of mathematics, and remained under the influence 

of his first interest . It should be noted however, that even in this 
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period he was thoroughly original, - that is, the direction to which he · 

belonged was not particularly represented in the region where he got his 

education, so that his selecti on of a subject and his perseverance in 

working in it in themselves are sympt oms of his independence and originality. 

In addition, at l east one phase of this work may, in the opinion of experts , 

have considerabl e influence in analysis : his work on fixed points and its 

applications in dynamics e In the second part of his career, beginning some

what after 1940, he very rapidly branched out into four other fields of 

modern mathematics: topology of the modern al gebraical, combinatorial type ; 

theory of topological gr oups ; theory of differentiability and analyticity 

in groups ; connections of group theory and differential geometry~ These 

subjects are generally agreed to be in the central domain of modern mathe

matics . They are essentiall y connected with each other, but in a manner 

which wil l be appreciated or utilized only by a mathematician with a broad 

and technically strong grasp of the subject, and it is an absolute in

dication of a man ' s quality and strength if he is able to obtain important 

results in all of them. During the last six year s Montgomery has done 

first- class work in al l of these fields, and in addition it is evident that 

the breadth, the depth, and the technical quality of his work i n these 

fields has been continuously increasing. His l atest publication, "Analytic 

parameters in t hree dimensional groups" , is undoubtedly his best up to date, 

and is generally considered as one of the most important contributions to 

its field (analyticity of topological groups) since its inceptiono 
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It seems therefore fair· to assess Montgomery ' s scientific 

personality in the following manner: He is a man of original and in~ 

dependent ideas , considerable technical strength, and exceptional energy. 

He adhered to one subject dur ing his formative years , and showed a very 

unusual ability to expand as soon as he had a good chance, - that is as 

soon as he came into direct contact with the main cur r ents of modern 

mathematics . His scientific quality and per formance is clearly on the 

ascendant; indeed it has clearly been acceler ating r apidly during the 

l ast years . To the extent to which such predictions can be risked at all, 

it is very probabl~· that he is s t ill before hi s apogee and is likely to 

have a considerable pr oductive period of a very hi gh order before him. 

In view of our general agr eement that the mathematical gr oup 

in the Institute is in need of a first-class man who is in an early stage 

of the best part of his productivity, whose optimum period is likely to be 

in the next decade, there would seem to be very little risk in making a 

permanent commitment to him. 

'iie have made a careful study of mathematicians in hi s age group 

in this country, and we are agreed that he is by far the strongest candidate . 

Outside opinion concerning him is uniformly favorabl e o Montgomery had an 

offer of an Associate Professorship from Har vard University about 1938, 

considerably before the work was done on which we chiefly base our estimate 

of his quality. In the period between 1943 and 1946 while ~e was in 

Princeton, he declined several very good permanent positions because he 

wished to stay in the environment which suited him best scientifically. 

Among the universities which invited him were the Universities of Minnesota 
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and Pennsylvania and Ohio State University. He finally went to Yale in 

1946 under very favorable conditions. To conclude, I append a statement 

by Professor Hassler Whitney of Harvard University which expresses his 

appraisal of Montgomery ' s quality. 

January JO, 1948 John von Neumann 
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In support of the proposal that Deane Montgomery be made a pennanent 

member of the Institute for Advanced Study, we wish to submit the follolri.ng 

outline of bis life and work. ~ontgomery was born in I.:innesota September 2, 

1909; got his undergraduate education at Ramline University in St. Paul where 

he took the A. B. 1929. His graduate work was at the University of Iowa which 

conferred the M. S. 1930 and Ph.D. 1933. He also had a National Research Fel-

lowship at Harvard 1933-34, and at Princeton University and the Ins~itute 1934-

35. His subsequent positions were 

Smith College: Assistant Professor 1935-38; Associate Professor 1938-42; 
Professor 1942-46 

Guggenheim Fel lowship at Institute for Advanced Study 1941-42 
Princeton Univer sity : Visiting Associate Professor 1943- 45, am 
Part- time l7ar r.ork 1944-45 
Institute for Advanced study (3d time) 1945-46 
Yale University : Associate Professor 1946 to date . 

His mathematical publications have been continuous since 1933. He has published 

33 mathematical papers, of \fhich 17 were in collaboration vn. th other young mathe-

raaticians. In assessing his scientific evolution and iraportance the most strik-

ing fact is a rather clear division of his career into epochs .. Up to 1940 his 

outwardly visible interest - that is, what appeared in his publications - was 

definitely vd thin the confines of one particular chapter of' mathematics: point-

set topology in the classical sense, following in the footsteps of L. E. J . Brouwero 

This tendency is clearly associ ated with the fact that he got his intellectual 

start quite far from the main centers of mathematics, and remained under the 

infl uence of his first interest. It should be noted however, that even in this 

period he was thoroughly original, - that is, the direction to lrhich he belonged 

was not particularly represented in the region where he got his education, so 

that his selection of a subject and his perseverance in working in it in them-

selves are symptoms of his independence and originality. In addition, at 
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least one phase of tilis work mey, in the opinion of expert s , have considerable 

influence in analysis : his work on fixed points and its applications in dy

naniics . In the second part of his career, beginning somewhat after 1940, he 

very rapidly branched out into four other fields of modern mathematics: topol

ogy of the modem algebraical, combinatorial type; theory of topological 

groups; theory of differentiability and analyticity in groups; connections 

of group theory arrl differential geometry. These subjects are generally 

agreed to be in the central domain of nodern mathematics . They are essential

ly connected with each other, but in a manner which will be appreciated or 

utilized only by a mathematician with a broad and technically strong gr asp of 

the subject, and it is an absol ute indication of a man ' s quality and strength 

if he is able to obtain important results in all of them. During the last 

six years Montgomery has done first-class work in all of these field~, and in 

addition it is evident that the breadth, the depth, and the technical quality 

of his 1Tork in these fields has been continuously increasing . His latest 

publication, n.Analytic parameters in three dimensional groups", is undoubtedly 

his best up to date, arrl is generally considered as one of the most important 

contributions to its field (an~city of topological groups) since its in-

ception. 

It seems therefore fair to assess Montgomery' s scientific personality 

in the following manner : He is a man of original and independent ideas, con

siderable technical strength, and exceptional energy. He adhered to one sub

j ect during his fonnative years, and showed a very unusual ability to expand 

as soon as he had a good chance,- that is as soon as he came into direct con

tact w.i th the main currents of modern mathematics. His scientific quality 

and performance is clearly on the ascendant; indeed it has clearly been ac-
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celerating rapidly during the last years . To the extent to which such pre-

dictions can be risked at all, it is very probable that he is still before his 

apogee and is likely t.o have a considerable productive period of a very high 

order before him . 

In view of our general agreement that the mathematical group in the 

Ins ti tu te is in need of a first-class man who is in an early stage of the best 

part of his productivity, whose optimum period is likely t.o be in the next 

decade, there would seem to be very little risk in maldng a permanent commit

ment t.o him. 

We have made a careful study of mathematicians in his age group in 

this country, and we are agreed that he is by far the strongest candidate. 

Outside opinion concerning him is uniforraly favorable. Montgomery had an of-
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f er of an Associate Professorship from Harvard University about 1938, consider

ably before the work was done on which we chiefly base our estimate of his qual

ity. In the period between 1943 and 1946 while he was in Princeton, he declined 

several very good permanent positions because he wished to stay in the environ

ment which suited him best scientifically. Among the universities which in

vited him were the Universities of Minnesota and Pennsylvania and Ohio State 

University. He finally went to Yale in 1946 under very favorable conditions. 

To conclude, I append a statement by Professor Hassler Whitney of Harvard Uni

versity which expresses his appraisal of ~ontgomery•s quality. 

Janua..-ry 30, 1948 John von Neumann 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF 
MATHEMATICS 

CAMBRIDGE 38. MASS. 

Professor Hermann Weyl 
Institute for Advanced Study 
School of Mathematics 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Weyl: 

January 28, 1948 

In reply to your request, I am writing you concern

ing my opinion of Professor Deane Montgomery. Ten years or so ago, 

I thought of him a s a fi ne young mathematician, who tackled 

difficult problems with perseverance . Today, through the gradual 

increase in depth and scope of his work, he has become a leader in 

an important field of mathematics . I think one can honestly call 

him one of the outstanding younger mathematicians of this country. 

His early work was in point set theory ; he ob tained 

some excellent results here. Later, p rimarily i n collaboration 

with Leo Zippin, he set up a beautiful and strong theory of gr oups 

of transformations on Euclidean space and the like . The methods 

were elegant and the applications of r eal interest . Recently, 

his work has taken on more of an analytic character ; partly in 

collaboration wi th others and partly by himself, he has raised an 

important phase of the theory of transnormation groups to a high 

level. Pa rticularly outstanding is his recent solution of an im

port ant case of a famous problem of D. Hilbert on Lie Groups. 

Montgomery is a man of hi~h character, and is 

personally very agreeabl e . I am very happy to give h im my hearty 

r ecomnendation. 

Sincerely yours, 

Hassler Whitney 
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RTBL.ICATIONS OF DEANE MONTGOMERY 

Sections of point sets, American l!athematical Society Transactions 35 (1933), 
915-928 

A metrical property of point set transformations, American Mathematical Society 
Bulletin 4o (1934), 62o-624 

Properties of plane sets and functions of two variables, American Journal of 
Mathematics 56 (1934) , 569-586 

Non-separable metric spaces, Fundamenta Mathematicae 25 (1935), 527-533 
(By W and L.Zippin) Periodic one-parameter groups in three-space, AMS Trans. 

40 (1936), 24-36 
Continuity in topological groups, AMS Bull. 42 (1936), 879-882 
(By DM and L. Zi ppin) Translation groups of three-s}Jace, Am. J ol'ath. 59 (1937), 

121-128 
Fbintvdse periodic homeomorphisms, Am.J. J.'atho 59 (1937), 118-120 
Almost periodic transformation groups, .Al!S Trans . 42 (1937), 322-332 
A representation of generalized Boolean rings, Duke Math.Journal 3 (1937), 

455-459 
(By D~ and L. Zippin) Compact Abelian transformation groups, Duke Math.J. 4 

(1938), 363-373 
(By DM and L. Zippin) Non- Abelian compact connected transformation groups of 

three- space, Am.J. rath. 61 (1939), 375-387 
(By D~ and L.Zippin) A theorem on the rotation group of the two-sphere, 

AMS Bull. 46 (1940) , 520-521 
(By DM and L.Zippin) Topological transfonnation groups I, Annals of Math. 41 

(1940), 778-791 
(By D' and LoZippin) Topological group foundations of rigid s.Pace geometry, 

AMS Trans . 48 (1940), 21-49 
Remarks on groups of homeomorphisms, Amer. Mathematical Monthly 48 (1941), 

310-317 
(By illJ and L. Zippin) A theorem on Lie groups, AliS Bull. 48 (1942), 448-LS2 
(By DM and Hans Samelson) Groups transitive on the n-dimensional torus, 

AUS Bull. 49 (1943), 455- 456 
(By DM and H.Samelson) Transformation groups of spheres, Ann.Matho 44 (1943), 

454-470 
(By Dfil and L. Zippin) A class of transfonnation groups in E , Am.J. llath. 65 

(1943), 601-608 n 

'\'lhat is a topological group? Am.Math .Monthly 52 (1945), 302-307 
Compact groups of transfonnations each of which is analytic, Ann.Math. 46 

(1945), 365-371 
Topological groups of differentiable transformations, Ann.Lath. 46 (1945), 

382-387 
(By S. Bochner and D1t) Groups of differentiable arxi real or complex analyt.ic 

transformations, Ann.Math. 46 (1945), 685-694 
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Publications of Deane Montgomery (Continued) 

Measure preserving homeomorphisms at fixed points, AlS Bull . 51 (1945), 
949-953 

(By S • .Bochner and DM) Locally compact groups of differentiable transforma
tions, AnnoMath. 47 (1946) 639- 653 

(By S. Eilenberg arxi DM) Fixed points for multi-valued transformations, 
Am.J.Math. 68 (1946), 214-222 

(By D1!: and H. Samelson) Fiberings with singularities, Duke Math. J . 13 (1946), 
51-56 

(By S • .Bochner and m.:) Locally compact groups of differentiable transforma
tions, Ann.Math. 47 (1946), 639-653 

A theorem on loca.lly Euclidean groups, AnnoUath. 48 (1947), 65o-658 
(By S.Bochner and D~) Groups on analytic manifolds, Anno..Jath. 48 (1947), 

659-669 
Connected one dimensional groups, Ann.Math. 49 (1948) , ll0-117 

Analytic parameters in three dimensional groups, Ann.l~atho 49 (1948), 
llB-131 
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COPY Letterhead of 

HARV ARD UNIVERSITY 
Cambridge 38, Mass . 

Department of 
Mathematics 

Professor Hermann Weyl 
Institute for Advanced Study 
School of Mathemati cs 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Weyl: 

January 28, 1948 

In reply to your request, I am writing you concerning my 

opinion of Professor Deane Montgomeryo Ten years or so ago, I thought 

of him as a fine young mathematician, who tackled difficult problems 

with perseverance . Today, through the gradual increase in depth and 

scope of his work, he has become a l eader in an important field of 

mathematics . I think one can honestly call him one of the outstanding 

younger mathematicians of this country. 

His early work was in point set theory; he obtained some 

excellent results here . Later, primarily in collaboration with Leo Zippin, 

he set up a beautiful and strong theory of gr oups of transformations on 

Euclidean space and the likeo The methods were elegant and the applications 

of r eal interest. Recently, his work has taken on more of an analytic 

character; partl y in collaboration with others and partly by himself, he 

has raised an important phase of the theory of transformation groups to a 

high level . Particularly outstanding is his recent solution of an im-

portant case of a famous problem of D. Hilbert on Lie Groups . 

Montgomery is a man of high character, and is personally very 

agreeable . I am very happy to give him my hearty recommendat ion. 

Sincer ely yours , 

(s) Hassler ':1bitney 
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PUBLICATIONS OF DEANE MONTGOMERY 

Sections of point sets, American Mathematical Society Transactions 35 (1933), 
915-928 

A metrical property of point set transformations, American Mathematical Society 
Bulletin 40 (1934), 620-624 

Properties of plane sets and functions of two variables , American Journal of 
Mathematics 56 (1934), 569-586 

Non- separable metric spaces, Fundamenta Mathematicae 25 (1935), 527- 533 

(By DM and Lo Zippin) Periodic one- parameter groups in three- space, AMS Trans. 
40 (1936), 24- 36 

Continuity in topological gr oups, AMS Bull. 42 (1936), 879- 882 

(By DM and Le Zippin) Translation groups of three-space, Am. Jo Math. 59 (1937), 
121-128 

Pointwise periodic homeomorphisms, Am. J . Mathn 59 (1937), 118-120 

Almost periodic transformation groups , AMS Trans . 42 (1937), 322-332 

A representation of generalized Boolean rings, Duke Math. Journal 3 (1937), 
455- 459 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Compact Abelian transformation groups, Duke Math. J . 4 
(1938), 363-373 

(By DM and Lo Zippin) Non-Abelian compact connected transformation gr oups of 
three-space, Am. J . Math. 61 (1939), 375-387 

(By DM and L. Zippin) A theorem on the rotation group of the two- sphere, 
AMS Bull. 46 (1940), 520- 521 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Topological transformation groups I, Annals of Math. 41 
(1940), 778-791 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Topological gr oup foundations of rigid space geometry, 
AMS Trans. 48 (1940), 21- 49 

Remarks on groups of homeomorphisms, Amer. Mathematical Monthly 48 (1941) , 
310- 317 

(By DM and L. Zippin) A theorem on Lie groups, AMS Bull. 48 (1924), 448-452 

(By DM and Hans Samelson) Groups transitive on the n- dimensional torus, 
AMS Bull. 49 (1943), 455-456 

(By DM and H. Samelson) Transformation groups of spheres, Ann . Matho 44 (1943), 
454-470 
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(By DM and Lo Zippin) A class of transformation groups in En' Am. J . Math . 65 
(1943), 601-608 

What i s topological group? Am. Math. Monthly 52 (1945), 302- 307 

Compact groups of t ransfor mati ons each of which i s analyti c , Ann. Math. 46 
(1945), 365-371 

Topological groups of differentiable transformations, Ann . Math. 46 (1945), 
382-387 

(By s. Bochner and DM) Groups of differentiable and real or compl ex analytic 
transformations, Ann. Math. 46 (1945) , 685-694 

Measure preserving homeomorphisms at fixed points, A11.iS Bull. 51 (1945), 
949-953 

(By S. Bochner Clild DM) Locally compact groups of differentiable t ransforma
tions, Ann. Math. 47 (1946) 639- 653 

(By Sc Eil enberg and DM) Fixed points for mult i-val ued transformations, 
Am. J. Math. 68 (1946), 214-222 

(By DM and Ho Samelson) Fiberings 1vith singularities, Duke Math . J . 13 (1946), 
51- 56 

(By s. Bochner and DM) Locally compact groups of differentiable transformP.
t i ons, Ann. Math . 47 (1946), 639-653 

A theor em on locally Euclidean groups , Ann. Math . 48 (1947) , 650- 658 

(By S. Bochner and DM) Groups on analytic manifol ds, Ann. Math. 48 (1947), 
659- 669 

Connected one dimensional groups, Ann . Math. 49 (1948) , 110-117 

Anal ytic paramet ers in t hree dimensional groups, Ann. Math. 49 (1948), 
118-131 
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DF..i\.NE ~~ONT GOMERY 

A.B . 1929 Hamline Univ., St. Paul, Kinn. 
M.S. 1930 University of Iowa 
Ph.D • . 1933 Univereity of Iowa 

Born September ?, 1909, Weaver, Minn. 

Married; 2 children 

Positi,..ns held: 

Univ. of Iowa - gruadu.ate sch~larship 1929-30; graduate assi stantship 1930-33 

National Research Fellowshiu 
Harvard 1933-34 -
Inst. Adv. Study and Princeton Univ. 1934-35 

Smith College 
Asst. Prof of Ma.th. 1935-38 
Asso. Prof. 1938-42 
Prof. 1942-46 

Guggenheim Fellowship at Inst. Adv. Study 1941-42 

Princeton Univ. - Visiting A~~~. Prof. 1943-45 

Natl. Defense Research Ccl!lillittee - part-time 19ll4-h5 

Inst. for Adv. Study 1945-46 

Yale - Asso. Prof. 1946-~8 

Inst. for Adv. Study - Permanent Member 19h8-

In case of P.mergency not ify wife's sister: Mrs. EDl.I!!e t t Harris, 471 W. Wheelnck 
Parkway, St. Paul, Minn. 

Honors and societies - AMS, 11.AA, Sigma XI 
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PUBLIC.AT IONS OF DEANE MONTGOME.B! 

Sectione of point set~, American Mathem?tical Society Transactions 35 (1933), 
q15-92g 

A metrical nrooerty of no int eet tranformat ions, American Mathematical Society 
Bulletin-4o (193h), 620-6?4 

Properties of plane sets and f~nctions of two 7eriables, American Journal of 
Mathematics 56 (1934), 569-586. 

Non-~ep~raol~ metric spaces, Fundamenta Mathematicae 25 (1935), 527-533. 

(.By DM aad L. Zippin) Periodic one-parameter groups in three-space, A.l>:S Trans. 
40 (1936) , 24-36. 

Continuity in topological groups, .&MS Bull. 42 (1936), 879-882 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Translati on groups of three-space, Am. J. Math. 59 (1937), 
121-1?8 

Point~ise periodic homeomorphisms , A~.J.Math. 59 (1937), 118-1~0. 

Almost periodic transformation groups, AMS T!'9.ns. ~ (1937), 322-332. 

A representRtion of generalized Boolean rings, Duke Math. J ournal 3 (1937), 
455-l~59 

{:Sy DM and L. Zip9in) Compact A.belian transformation groups, Duke Math. J. 4 
( 1938) I 363-373 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Non-Abelian com9act connected transf'>rmatlon g:-oups of 
three-epa.ce, Am. J. Math. 61 (1939), 375-387 

(By DM and L. Zippin) A theorem on the rotation group 'Jf the two-~here, 
AMS Bull. 46 (l9l10), 520-521 

(By DM and L. Zip9in) To~ologicA.l transformation eroups I, .Anr.als of Math. 41 
(19110), 778-791 

(By DM and ~. Zippin) To9ological group foundations of rigid ~pace geometry, 
AMS T r:;r.s. 4g ( 1 940) • 21-49 

Rem~rks nn groups of homeocorphisme, Amer. Mathematical Monthly 48 (1941), 
310-317 

(By DM and L. Zippin) A theorem on Lie groups, AMS Bull . 48 (1942), 44S-l.t52 

(By DM and Hans Samelson) Groups transitive on the n-dimensional torus, 
AMS Bull. 49 (1943), 455-456 

{By DM and Hans Samelson) Transformation groups of spheres, Ann. Math. 44 (1943), 
451.t-470 

{l3y DM and L. Zippin, A class of transformation groups in En. Am. J. Math. 65 
( 1943). 601-608. 
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What is a topological group? Am. Math. Monthly 5? (19u5(, 302-307 

Compact groups of transformations ea ct. of \llhich is analytic, Ann. ?·~ath. 116 
( 1945(. 365-?71 

Topological gr~u9s of differentiable transformations, Ann. Math. 46 (19h5), 
38?-387 

(Ry S. Bochner and D~) Grouns of ~ifferentiable ~r.c real or cornples analytic 
tr~nsformatton~, Ann: Math. 46 (19~5(, 685-694 

~~easu.re '9resPrving homeom-:>rphitm~ Elt fixed points, AMS Bull. 51 (1945), 
949-953 A 

(By S. Bochner and D~) Locally co~,act ~ro~ps ~f differenticc1e transforma
tions, Ann. Math. 47 (19116) 639-653 

(By s. Eilenberg and DM) Fixed poicts !or multi-val~ed transformations, 
Am. J. Math. 68 (1946), 214-222 

(By n:.! and H. Sameleon) Filbering;: with singularities, Duke Math. J. 13 ( 19~6) I 
51-56 

(By S. Bochner and i:>J.:) Locally compact gro119s of differentiable transforma
t bns, Ann. Math, 1~7 ( 19460, 639-653 

A theorem on locally :Su.clidean gro.ips, Ar.=i. Ma.th. 48 (1947). 650-658 

(By S. Bochner and DM) Groups on anal.ttic manifolds, Ann. 119.th. 48 ( 1947), 
659-669 

Connected one dioensional groups. Ann. Math. 49 (1948), 110-117 

Auz.lyt ic pare.u0 ters in three dimensioaal gr".> ups, Ann. Kat~. 49 ( 191•3), 
118-131 

Dimensions o! factor £?aces, Ann. Math. 49 (1948), 373-378 

Subgrt)ups of locally cor.ip~ct grr:iups , Am. J. Math. 70 (1948), 327-332. 
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Deane Montgomer y 

In support of the proposal that Deane Montgomery be made a 

permanent member of the Institute for Advanced Study, we wish to submit 

the following outline of his life and work. Montgomery was born in 

Minnesota September 2, 1909; got his undergraduate education at Hamline 

University in Sto Paul where he took the A. B. 19290 His graduate work was 

at the Univer sity of Iowa which conferred the M.S. 1930 and Ph.D. 1933. 

He also had a National Research Fellowship at Harvard 1933- 34, and at 

Princeton University and the Institute 1934-350 Hi s subsequent posit ions 

were 

Smith College : Ass i stant Profess or 1935- 38; Associate Professor 1938-42; 
Professor 1942-46 

Guggenheim Fellowship at Institute for Advanced Study 1941- 42 
Princeton University: Visiti ng Associate Professor 1943-45, and 

Part- time work 1944-45 
Institute f or Advanced Study (3d time ) 1945- 46 
Yale Uni versity: Associate Professor 1946 to date. 

His mathematical publications have been continuous since 1933 . He has 

published 33 mathematical papers, of which 17 were in collabor ation with 

other young mathematicians . I n assessing hi s scientifi c evolution and 

importance t he most striking fac t is a rather clear division of his 

career into epochs . Up to 1940 his outwardly vis i ble interest -- that is, 

what appeared in his publications -- was definitely within the confines of 

one par ticular chapter of mathematics: point-set topology in the cl assical 

sense, f ol lowing in the footsteps of L.E.J. Br ouwer . This tendency is 

clearly associated vnth the fact that he got his intellectual start quite 

far f r om the main centers of mathematics, and remained under the influence 

of his first interest. It should be noted however, that even in this 
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period he was thoroughly origina1, - that is, the direction to which he 

belonged was not particularl y represented in the region where he got his 

education, so that his selection of a subject and his perseverance in 

working in it in tl1emselves are symptoms of his independence and originality~ 

In addition, at least one phase of this wor k may, in the opinion of experts, 

have considerable influence in analysis : his work on fixed points and its 

applications in dynamics e In the second part of his career, beginning some

what after 1940, he very rapidly branched out into four other fields of 

modern mathematics: topology of the modern algebraical, combinatorial type; 

theory of topological groups; theory of differentiability and analyticity 

in groups; connections of gr oup theory and differe~tial geometry~ These 

subjects are generally agreed t o be in the central domain of modern mathe

matics . They are essentially connected with each other, but in a manner 

which will be appreciated or utilized only by a mathematician with a broad 

and technically strong grasp of the subject, and it is an absolute in

dication of a man ' s quality and strength if he is able to obtain important 

results in a11 of them. During the last six years Montgomery has done 

first- class work in all of these fiel ds , and in addition it is evident that 

the breadth, the depth, and the technical quality of his work in these 

fields has been continuously increasingo His lat est publication, "Analytic 

paramet ers in three dimensional groups 11 , is undoubtedly his best up to date , 

and is genera1ly considered as one of the most important contributions to 

its field (analyticity of topological groups) since its inception. 
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It seems therefore fair to assess Montgomery 's scientific 

personality in the following manner : He is a man of ori ginal and in~· 

dependent ideas , considerable technical strength, and exceptional energy. 

He adhered to one subject during his formative years, and showed a very 

unusual ability to expand as soon as he had a good chance, - that is as 

soon as he crune int o direct contact with the main cur r ents of modern 

mathematics . His scientific quali ty and performance is clearly on the 

ascendant; indeed it has cl early been acceler ating rapidly during t he 

last years . To the extent to which such predictions can be risked at all, 

it i s very probable· that he is still before his apogee and is likely to 

have a considerable productive period of a very high order before him. 

In view of our general agreement that the mathematical gr oup 

in the Institute is in need of a first- class man who is in an early stage 

of the best part of his productivity, whose optimum period is likely to be 

in the next decade, there would seem to be very little risk in making a 

permanent commitment to him. 

We have made a careful study of mathematicians in his age group 

in this country, and we are agreed that he is by far the strongest candidate. 

Outside opinion concerning him is uniformly favorablea Montgomery had an 

offer of an Associate Professorship from Harvard University about 1938, 

considerably before the work was done on which we chiefly base our estimate 

of his quality. In the period between 1943 and 1946 while he was in 

Princeton, he declined several very good permanent positions because he 

vrished to stay in the environment which suited him best scientifically. 

Among the universities which invited him were the Universities of Minnesota 
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and Pennsylvania and Ohio State University. He finally went to Yale in 

1946 under very favorable conditions. To conclude, I append a statement 

by Professor Hassler Y1hitney of Harvard University whi ch expresses his 

appraisal of Montgomery ' s quality. 

January 30, 1948 John von Neumann 
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CO Pr Letterhead of 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
Cambridge 38, Mass . 

Department of 
Mathematics 

Professor Hermann Weyl 
Institute for Advanced Study 
School of Mathematics 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Professor Weyl : 

January 28, 1948 

In reply to your request, I am writing you concerning my 

opinion of Professor Deane Montgomery~ Ten years or so ago, I thought 

of him as a fine young mathematician, who tackled difficult problems 

with perseverance. Today, through the gradual increase in depth and 

scope of his work, he has become a leader in an important field of 

mathematics . I think one can honestly call him one of the outstanding 

younger mathematicians of this countrye 

His early work was in point set theory; he obtained some 

excellent results here . Later, primarily in collaboration with Leo Zippin, 

he set up a beautiful and strong theory of groups of transformations on 

Euclidean space and the likeo The methods were el egant and the applications 

of r eal interest. Recently, his work has taken on more of an analytic 

character; partly in collaboration with others and partly by himself, he 

has raised an important phase of the theory of transformation groups to a 

high level. Particularly outstanding is his recent solution of an im-

portant case of a famous problem of D. Hilbert on Lie Groups . 

Montgomery is a man of high character, and is personally very 

agr eeable . I am very happy to give him my hearty recommendation. 

Sincerely yours , 

(s) Hassler :·1bitney 
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PUBLICATIONS OF DEANE MONTGOMERY 

Sections of point sets, American Mathematical Society Transactions 35 (1933) , 
915- 928 

A metrical property of point set transformations, American Mathematical Socie ty 
Bulletin 40 (1934), 620-624 

Propert ies of plane sets and functions of two variables, American Journal of 
Mathematics 56 (1934) , 569- 586 

Non-separable metr ic spaces , Fundamenta Mathematicae 25 (1935), 527-533 

(By DM and L. Zi ppin) Periodic one- par ameter groups in three- space, AMS Trans . 
40 (1936) , 24- 36 

Continuity in topological gr oups, AMS Bull. 42 (1936), 879- 882 

(By DM and Le Zi ppin) Tr ansl ation groups of three- space, Am. Jo Math. 59 (1937) , 
121-128 

Pointwise periodic homeomorphisms, Am. J . Matho 59 (1937), 118-120 

Almost periodic transformation groups, AMS Trans . 42 (1937), 322- 332 

A representation of general ized Boolean rings , Duke Math. Journal 3 (1937) , 
455- 459 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Compact Abelian transformation groups, Duke Math. J . 4 
(1938), 363-373 

(By DM and Lo Zippin) Non-Abel ian compact connected transformation groups of 
three- space, Am. J . Math. 61 (1939), 375- 387 

(By DM and L. Zippin) A theorem on the rotation group of the two- sphere, 
AMS Bull. 46 (1940), 520-521 

(By DM and Le Zippin) Topological transformation groups I, Annals of Math. 41 
(1940)' 778- 791 

(By DM and L. Zippin) Topol ogi cal group foundations of rigid space geometry, 
AMS Trans. 48 (1940), 21-49 

Remarks on groups of homeomorphisms, Amer . Mathematical Monthly 48 (1941) , 
310- 317 

(By DM and Lo Zippin) A theorem on Lie groups, AMS Bull. 48 (1924), 1.J.+8-452 

(By DM and Hans Samelson) Groups transitive on the n- dimensional torus, 
AMS Bull . 49 (1943) , 455- 456 

(By DM and H. Samelson) Transformation groups of spheres, Ann. Math. 44 (1943), 
454- 470 
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{By DM and L0 Zippin) A class of t r ansformation groups in En ' Am~ J . Math . 65 
(1943) , 601-608 

VVhat is topol ogical gr oup? Am~ Matho Monthly 52 (1945) , 302- 307 

Compact groups of t ransformations each of which i s analytic, Ann. Mathe 46 
(1945), 365- 371 

Topological groups of differentiabl e transformations , Ann . Math. 46 (1945), 
382- 387 

(By s. Bochner and DM) Groups of differentiable and r eal or complex anal ytic 
transformations, Ann. Math. 46 (1945), 685- 694 

Measure preserving homeomor phisms at fixed points , AMS Bull . 51 (1945), 
949-953 

(By S . Bochner C?.nd DM) Locally compact groups of differentiable t r ansforma
tions, Ann. Mathe 47 (1946) 639- 653 

(By S e Eilenberg and DM) Fixed points for multi-val ued transformations , 
Am. J . Math. 68 (1946), 214- 222 

(By DM and H. Samelson) Fiber ings with singular ities , Duke Math . J . 13 (1946) , 
51-56 

(By S. Bochner and DM) Locally compact groups of differentiable transforma
tions, J.nn. Math. 47 (1946), 639- 653 

A theor em on locally Euclidean groups, Ann. Math. 48 (1947), 650- 658 

(By s . Bochner and DM) Groups on analytic manifolds , Jinn. Ma.th. 48 (1947) , 
659- 669 

Connected one dimensional groups , Ann. Math. 49 (1948) , 110-117 

Anal ytic parameters in thr ee dimensional groups, Ann . Math. 49 (1948), 
118-131 
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Seut t o Professor Deane Moutg9r:iery 

• 

' 
... 

· . Rel 1.r nc? ~ Lett-er fro:ii ~ viu J. Levy t c •. :r . Op9euheb1er 
~<.d:. , Lr. vidsoc , L VJ cnr.. Friea ... i.r• 

.c::O Rxcr.t.r.ge Pli; ce 
he York? , Ne'~ Yor 

so. ~.->, ~4B, pwge ~: 
• 

"e ure tccor .. lte;ly of the opirn.or: {l) t.hct you ought to 
trect t he mmu~J.. grcr.1. ~ i'roff!~ or :!01.tgo. ·'!ry ['., r.or-tE'xa't:le , '!Ud 

eccordi1 gly riot 1 thiiol... (-) .ht t -ihi & sto le •. 'I! upor t.Le uuoer
:. tt-i c.!.ng er< ... gree-er1t lt.t. 1. .1. . .1 i.l ... 1. !>.ho\Jlc. r;. cortrcry dec:l s ion te 
rec. cbed i·., the Eui enu oi Ir. t erm :l f .Jvevlle he lfi.l. ... .::ieet ur.d p&.y the 
tax invol ve1.:o c.nd (3) t.he t Profesoc.r .or:t i;o .. ery sh cul· in fili ng 
tis lucome t~x ret urn ott 4ch e ri er ~lFclosing tiP f~ct of tJbi~ 
teceiJt. , even tho~bh he doeb cot include tne Ins cl~u~e'~ ~&y r ts 
&<:. t~xc t·le cot.i~er.: s~ t.iou. Thus bot.h you c. c. Pr of e~!:C!r Llor.tgoi:tery 
wil- h~ r esolving t1 e uo\Att. , !.t, you huve l'it.ht t o do , in your 
fc vor, &1..Lowb.g tt.e 1-tt..eftion t o '- 1;. lroi.:ght p b1 t he Tre&8lry for 
test. 11 

• 

• 

• 
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• 

Ju~~;r, 31, l943 

I>"i- r L • .....e y : 

Befo1e -r . Qppeuha.uer lef't ~1 i1 cet0n for co1.flerences abrotii 1 ne 
l ::,;:ej m::: t.o ~ i te to you t(:, s sk ycur ~ ;>ir icr on tf. e tr.c:::•w::? tex st[ lu~ 0 1 ~~:-c

·o.n.gcoe1 :;;· n-:·(: j oin et. the l1Ft:i rnte t.s D '? rmti en-r. Liemb.:>r ~ r J uly 1, 
.l~-~n'V ot. r !"-1.;~ll ~sc o ... ilc~ .i. ::: .iTt.'."nolc .:..r.:~ bL t.,x, but a s I unuer s li ;:;d 

it, ur.tL. Oc!.ote! .... ;;t. t. ... i: -~1c.:.hc uL; - u~. - is !'aO ... t1.. .. n~:: O'\<::-! t.o we o u.C!!!:elJt . 

I l ~lieve c.11 t. .. e relovout !.'le t~r-ii .... i~- e1 c o~ed - ll COt1Y or ::.L~ 
Directc.r ' ~ _ et;.t~1 J.:.' "·"9cirv i;:nc; c.-: Pro:·e~~c! Jlo~t.i;u ... e:Y,; de. tea Febn:E:ry 1 71 ... ,48; 
El copy of ot.-r !.or.ice t.::> L .. 9 Lus:!..ne•·c, of1ice; r,-;;c e:'c~r. t s f1 om c.. e -:iinutes .::1' t 1Je 
B.:ic..r-o. 01' r n..1st.ee" (p . 3, Dece~r:::r _6, 194?; .tJ • .;.. 1 le. ru.ry lU, ..L94d). 

I L .r scLl t y c!i~cu~sio - z.~e minutcE c.: :hici1 I p1 esi;me ~'lci..la L~t 
tf'1.=.ct your view - t .e 1 ppci:1t n.ent 'Plt:S subge!..'.tei.... tu re c...c .ir te1 im professorship . 
Eo .. e • i, tne decirl on tilken -;-;._ s Lo !..vi.~c .'1oie::. ..... r i:.iontbo;nery as a Pen:1a r.e:::it 
lJezh~i. f':.r. su c.."1 ::a is now at t.:_e I. atitut• ~o.ng .. J...:: o .11 1eaeucr E:id st.uay 
in r ~r.~.1~tic~ . It wot 1 <1 appe~r t,1 t; he i::. tm er no ot.J.igac.ion t o, rende1 serv.i.ce 
c.o t :-1'3 I nstitl ~e, !:Cr is ~ii<> In-i:.itt.'-e '...lllV'. i...y or .... .:.. g, t.iori t o l:- .£Li~ i;o oo so . 

r ..... fe'lsor llont.{"' .3!.,. lrns beer, t.ol u o.:. Y-Ul aovice 0 11 -vi.is geue10::... 

.ue::;tior. lt. .,~1..1 .... 1..t=-: ci1 .Jt,. ) , ... 94:; . Ve ~:01.. .... 0 app1 eci. .. "tie it vs.-.·.; much if 
~ou ,i-- _ t, UD k1 o . ., ....... r vie. en . is case . He , ou_d , I l'e.l~eve , .. dt:c t o see 
you about. t. . .L::. lr li •. , t i s co. vanient for yoi; • 

L~vi J . _ 9v , a; . 
ia .. . ·, r \ i""'ori , Levy & Frie ·mrn 
~u r'xcr er_.:; '-' "c~ 
t """• Yo1 • ,,, , i~ari YorK 

E!.closur es - !... 

Yours since1e.J..,, 

(Ur~ . J ohn D. Lo~ry) 
Aide t.c ;..ue Di 1ec ... or 

.. 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 1''ebruary 17 , 1948 

Dear Mont.gomery: 

Thank you for your good letter . This will ccnfirm t.o you in 
writing tha t you are to have a permanent membership at t he Inst.itute for 
Advanced Study, with an annual stipend of $8 ,000. The Trustees will contri
bute 5.h of this amount., namely f400 annually, tow6.rd t purct:hse of a retire
ment annuity poli cy, if you will make s similar contr· t ion . 

Vi e are worrying a little about the ti tl s and "permanent member" 
may be ch&nged to so~ething else, but you know e nst.i ute well enough to 
understEnd how it will be c.nci not be worried about war 

With 

Professor Deo.ne Mont gomery 
Department of Mathematics 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Robert OppepJieimer 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Proi'e;:;sor Deane Montgomery 
.uepari:.men t of Lls i:.h ema T..i cs 
Yale Universi T..y 
New Haven , Com . • 

ST..atus : Permanent Member 

School: Mat hemat ics 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

~OTICE o.r APPOIN'i'MENT 

Te1·m begi nni ng academic year 191..8- .49 48. 

Stipend : 

February 19, 1948 

TIAA lar contribution is made by 
nnually . 

(Thi s is a teni:.ative notice of appoi ntment. Statu s m£y be chenged .) 
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· e t Prof u r Contg -l"Y• 
Ye- I let~ I of M v 6th En i t r o C- OEure .. e re~~ iefe red to 

· i._ T1 .. nteru~ _no?' t:usine~l 01fice • 

• p, ..IT ngea o tn. 't , c egim !. J u.1.y J. , lC>L , to th t.he 
nnui ty con "t.r ct ll.DC1 y '- l inEU:n:.1 ce olicv .i.11 

!te In 'ttit ute fH! I!:. •• nt h .... y ecur'tions fron your E.1.1.LIJ" . 

... 1 • Er. c.ue,) tel.16 e yoi. r re 'L i nku:g of bt.y • n 
--· · ! oho e ii. c:ir?..f o\.t , 

rouce 

'i fQi'l 1. • ;JJ~ • 

re ti .u!' ti.c"' 
N cticut 

Copy: Miss Trinterud 

Yours sincerely, 

l ·r:. John D. L ry) 
-~ e vJ th Direct or 

(Prof. Montgomery's letter and enclosed 
let ter to him from TIAA sent to LT also.) . 
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Co y to Miss Blake 
£11ss Trint rud 

Directort s Office 
Yebruary 19, 1948 

NOTICE OF AP?OINT~SNT 

Profes5or De~na ~ontgomery 
De artzent of ' fi tha .. ~tics 
!al~ Un.1v~rsi tv 

e E ... ven, Conn. 

Sc~ool: ~atheoatics 

Ta~· be1Sinn1'lg ac~de"n1c ~·ru.r 19118-49 - ~I 1 1tfT 

Sti~end: t~ 1 000 annu:i!.ly Source: Spec ial A)prooriat i:m 

Tl.AA 5~ CJ~tr1but1on ny lnstit~te if similar contribu
tion is <:>d e by P :-oressor ·•ontgomery, namely, 
; 400 annually . 

Date of a~1ointment: Ex~eutive Co'!l.:11ttee oet1ng Februery 
10, 1948 

(T~is is a ten t ative notice of ap~ointme~t . Status may 
by cn~ngerl) • 
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Dear Montgomery: 

Than · you for your good letter . This will 
confirm t o you in writing thtt you are t o have a per
manent membershi p <. t the Institute for Advanced Study, 
with an annu~l stipend of <s,ooo . The Trustees will 
~ontri bute 5% of t his amow1t, na.rnely ,.. 400 annually , 
tow~rd the ~urchase of a ~etirement annuity policy, if 
;ou 111 ma.'tce a simiL-:.r contributio~~ . 

We are or~ying a little about tr.e titles, 
and "perrn~.ent rne~ber" m&y be cha~ged to soDething else , 
but you know t he Institute' ell ·enough to understand 
ho' it will be and not be worried a.bout wor ds. 

It seems trat occusionally the I nst itute has 
been wil:ing to advance money against t he 9urchase of 
a house by one of its f a culty or permanent ~embers . 
This has always been done in a purely matter of fact 
way on t he basis of whetl1er it was financially sound . 
I see little reason t o d~ubt t hat we could hel ? you, 
l.Jut until details are further along than they are ~ow, 
it woul d be in~ppropriate to ffiake a co~mitment . Can 
we t al k about that when you come do~n? 

1 1th all :arm gooel wi shes, 

Professor Ueane ontgomery 
Department of Mat hematics 
Yale University 
New Haven, Conn . 

Robert Oppen~eimer 
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